Welcome to Oxford

Primary Care DPhil Induction
Libraries
Online access

SSO, OWL, Eduroam, Bodleian WiFi
Finding books & articles
http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Study skills

Searching, writing, reference management...
free workshops to help you improve your research skills

- Introduction to EndNote
- Introduction to Mendeley
- Introduction to Literature Searching for DPhils
- Introduction to systematic reviews & evidence synthesis
- Managing research data
- Research impact - citation analysis tools
Library services

Printing, Copying & Scanning Service
https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/using/copy/pcas

Inter-Library Loan Service
https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/using/ill
Open Access at Oxford
Deposit your research in ORA

There are three routes of deposit to ORA. The main route of deposit for publications and grey literature, such as working papers and reports is via Symplectic Elements, which is also the chosen route for Oxford academics to 'Act on Acceptance'. The other deposit portals are for theses and research data only.

- **Research**
  - For 'Act on Acceptance' and publications such as journal articles, conference papers, book chapters, reports, working papers, etc.
  - [DEPOSIT RESEARCH](#)
  - Guidance on depositing research

- **Theses**
  - For research theses (e.g. D.Phil, M.Litt. & M.Sc. by Research) – deposit of theses is a mandatory requirement for those completing a research degree.
  - [DEPOSIT THESIS](#)
  - Guidance on depositing thesis

- **ORA-Data**
  - For any type of digital research data, especially data that underpins publications, or data where the funding body requires archiving and preservation.
  - [DEPOSIT DATA](#)
  - Guidance on depositing data

**Alumni theses deposit**

If your Oxford username and password has expired, you will need to contact [ora@bodleian.ox.ac.uk](mailto:ora@bodleian.ox.ac.uk)

If you encounter problems trying to make your submission to ORA please contact [ora@bodleian.ox.ac.uk](mailto:ora@bodleian.ox.ac.uk) and we will arrange an alternative method for the upload of your work to ORA. Apologies for any inconvenience caused.
Welcome to the Research Data Oxford website

About RDM
Overview of research data management and funder policies.

What do I need to do now?
Guidance for each stage of the research process.

Working with data
Data management day-to-day and at the project planning stage.

Sharing data
Sharing, licensing, depositing, and citing your data.

Tools, services, and training
Resources to help with various aspects of data management.

Research data glossary
Terms used in the management of digital research data.
Finding books, journals, articles

- **SOLO** [http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk](http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk)

Oxford LibGuides

- **Oxford - Getting Started:** [http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/home/basics](http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/home/basics)
- **Medical Sciences: Research Resources:** [http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/medsci/home](http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/medsci/home)
- **Citing & Managing your References:** [https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/reference-management/introSupporting](https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/reference-management/introSupporting)
- **Support for Readers with Disabilities:** [http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/disabled-readers](http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/disabled-readers)

Bodleian Health Care Libraries

- **Web-site** [https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/medicine](https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/medicine)
Open Access

- OAO  http://openaccess.ox.ac.uk/
- Oxford Research Archive https://ora.ox.ac.uk/

Research Data Management

- Research Data Oxford http://researchdata.ox.ac.uk/

iSkills training

- Workshops & Classes https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/workshops

Contact me

- E-mail nia.roberts@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Questions?